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Black History Month

Together We
WUI
Stand
"Our bodies have many parts, but the many parts make up only
one body when they are all put together. So it is with the 'body'
of Christ. Each of ns is a part of the one body of Christ. Some of
us are lews, some are Gentiles, some are slaves and some are
free. But the Holy Spirit has fitted ns together into one body. We
have been baptized into Christ's body by the one Spirit, and have
all been given that same Holy Spirit."
1 Corinthians 12:12-11

by Bona Walla

The time has come to celebrate Black
History Month. Many of our fellow
students here at Taylor are still puzzled
about the goals of Black History Month
and what it represents.
The month of February has been
chosen to celebrate yearly the history
and background of the black race.
During this period of time, we as blacks
share the roots, development, great and
sad moments and heritage of our race
as a whole. We want our brothers in
Christ to know us better, understand us
better and therefore love us better. We
are very aware of the fact we have had
differences and always will.
We want you to join us in looking at
these differences positively and learn
ing from them in order to strengthen
our present relationships and create
new ones. The only way to accept a

person and love them for what they
represent is to learn about them and
understand why they act and behave the
way they do. This is a great opportunity
for us to share about our culture, values
and goals.
We therefore challenge our fellow
students tu.Lof —* '*>
t
join
and help us in Making this celebration a
success. We want the 1984 Black
History Month at Taylor to be a time we
will remember with joy and pride, so we
urge you to provide with as much help
as possible. Our program started with
flying colors due to the superb message
by Reverend Charles Warfield in Feb
ruary the Third and continued with the
Anderson-Taylor strategy session on
the fourth. We are counting on your
help and efforts to make this whole
month a success for all of us so please
join our celebration.

UPCOMING EVENTS
The Black Cultural Society

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10
Jessy Dixon Concert
In the Chapel/Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 13
Mr. George Jackson, Jr.
In Chapel, 10:05 a.m.
At the Dining Commons, Lnnch

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17
Catherine Meeks
A workshop in Dr. Yutzy's class, 8:00 a.m.

SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 18
Catherine Meeks
In the Stnart Room, 9:30 a.m.
At the Anderson & Taylor Sessions, 1:00 p.m .
Reception, 5:00 p.m.

Gospel Fest with Indiana Gospel choirs & ensembles
In the chapel/Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.

SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 26
Fashion Fair
In the Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27
Black Cultural Society
In Chapel, 10:05 a.m.

4lso, watch for Rev. Daniel Light, Wednesday, March 28, and Rev. Dr.
Garrott Benjamin, Jr., Friday, April 13.

Employers Plan To Hire This Spring
WASHINGTON D.C., - The ann
ual Changing Times survey of jobs for
new graduates found some bright spots
for job seekers amid what is generally
characterized as a flat recruiting year.
The survey, which is unique in that it
seeks responses only from employers
intending to hire graduates this spring,
uncovered more than 100 companies
and government agencies with definite
job openings.
The employers with firm plans to hire
graduating seniors this year are listed in
a special supplement, "101 Companies
with Jobs for New College Grads," in
the February 1984 issue scheduled to be
on newsstands January 31. Changing
Times is published by Kiplinger Wash
ington Editors, Inc.
While many firms said their campus
recruiting has been curtailed as a
continuing result of the recession, many
others offered encouragement, especi
ally to students with specialized skills.
About 40% of the companies surveyed
reported that they are having difficulty
finding qualified candidates for certain
kinds of jobs. Those job openings are
mostly in technical fields, such as
engineering, physics, dairy science and

manufacturing. But some organizations
report shortages of applicants for such
diverse jobs as economists, linguists,
restaurant managers, intelligence off
icers, physicians and nurses. A listing
of these companies is part of the issue.
Overall, about 40% of the companies
responding said they plan to hire the
same number of grads as they did last
year, and 30% say they plan to hire
more this year. Only 18% report they
will hire fewer.
The special section provides a brief
description of each organization's prin
cipal products and services, along with
an address where applicants should
send their resumes. In addition, each
listing specifies the type of academic
background wanted, and the actual job
categories to be filled. Many employers
have listed candidates in short supply so
that individuals with those slrillq will
have an added incentive to apply.
Besides the list, this year's job
section provides an overview of the
current job market, and includes speci
fic suggestions about writing a success
ful job seeking letter, preparing for an
interview and adjusting to the demands

of a first job.
The graduates most in demand are
those with engineering degrees; 66% of
the companies in the listing report they
need graduates in various engineering
specialties, from electrical to aerospace
and power specialties.
Behind engineers on the demand
index are computer science graduates,
wanted by 51 % of the listed companies;
accounting grads, sought by 48%, and
business - marketing - economics grads,
wanted by 43% of the companies.
Further down the scale are graduates
in mathematics (wanted by 22% of
listed companies), physical sciences
(21%) and liberal arts (17%). And 27%
of the companies reported a need for
graduates with specialties in other
categories — agribusiness; animal
science; home economics with emphasis
on textiles; journalism and communica
tions; industrial and manufacturing
technology; logistics and procurement;
nuclear medicine technology; nursing
and health care administration.
For more information contact: True L.
Moseley — Donley Communications
Corporation — (212) 751-6126

Evans new Consortium Vice President

Dixon Entertains
Tonight
by Tammy Hinman
The "magic" of Jessy Dixon and his
band will be prefroming tonight at 8:15
p.m. at Taylor's Chapel/Auditorum.
Dixon is a notable success in both
Christian and secular music. He is one
of the few performers to bridge that gap
without compromising his personal
convictions.
He has recorded 14 albumns includ
ing three gold records four Grammy
nominations, and has twice been voted
top gospel performer by music trades.
He has toured throughout America
and internationally with Paul Simon
since 1972 when he replaced Garfunkel.
Dixon has also shared the stage with
and written music for Phoebe Snow,
Peter Yarrow, Leo Sayer, Diana Ross,
Natalie Cole, Bette Midler, James
Taylor, Cher, Dolly Parted, and Linda
Ronstadt.
Despite all of his success and
attention, Dixon is cool. Hie glory goes
to Jesus-not Jessy.

Dixon did not compromise his faith
while singing with Simon in the secular
market. He selected a portion of their
songs, "In my gospel segment I was
doing stuff with a clear message like
'Jesus is the Answer.' I didn't want
there to be any doubt in what I was
saying."
"At times I was really frightened. I
was a new Christian suddenly caught up
in the middle of the secular business."
It proved to be a great opportunity for
Dixon to witness.
"Record producers, presidents of
record companies, and movie stars
would come to the after-concert party
and they would see a difference. I
wasn't smoking, I wasn't drinking, and
I wasn't getting high."
"Dixon shares that the greatest thing
that he is the satisfaction of knowing
that Jesus has changed his life.
Share in theis magical experience
with Dixon tonight. Tickets are on sale
for 84.00 with a Taylor I.D.

Dr. Harry L. Evans has been appoin
ted Vice President of the Christian
College Consortium, a liaison of thir
teen evangelical colleges in the United
States. In announcing the appointment,
Dr. Carl H. Lundquist, President of the
Consortium, said that "the coming of
Doctor Evans to his new position will
contribute significantly to the impact of
the Consortium is strengthening the
integrating function of Christian coll
eges in America." Formerly president
of Trinity College in Deerfield, Illinois,
for eighteen years and prior to that
pastor of the Arlington Heights Evange
lical Free Church of Arlington Heights,
Illinois, Doctor Evans brings to the
Consortium a wealth of experience as a
Christian educator and a church leader.

Doctor Evans will give guidance to
the development and support of new
cooperative programs among the Con
sortium colleges. Current projects of
these schools include the Christian
University Press, publisher of twelve
recent volumes in Christian education,
the Washington-based American Stud
ies Program, the annual foundational
Faith-Learning-Living Institute for new
college teachers, exchange programs
for both students and teachers, and the
creation of the Christian College Coali
tion, a network of 70 colleges, including
the Consortium schools, centered in
Washington. Doctor Evans will estab
lish a regional office in the Chicago
area.
The Christian College Consortium

Summer Studies Overseas

The Modern Language Department
(Spanish) in conjunction with Greenville
College will be sponsoring, for the 14th
time, an overseas summer program in
the Dominican Republic. The setting for
this experience is the Institute Evangelico in Santiago, the second largest city
in the country.
Courses will be offered on three
levels, namely Intermediate, Advanced
I and Advanced II. The classes will
include studies in conversation, compo
sition, grammar, culture and literature.
Experienced native Spanish-speaking
instructors will be used, both in formal
and non-formal Tutorial sessions.

Groups will meet twice daily for formal
instruction, with an extra hour for
individual aural/oral practice with a
native informant.
A special feature of this program will
be the opportunity for students to also
explore special areas of interest. Some
possibilities are missions, cultural visittaions, recreation, social work, business
and tropical medicine.
The tentative dates for the program
are June 15 through July 20. Any
student interested in participating
should contact Prof. Dixon, coordinator
of the effort.

has been in existence for thirteen years
and has pioneered in developing coop
erative programs among evangelical
colleges. The Consortium's primary
function is to strengthen the integration
of faith and learning as the distinctive
contribution of evangelical Christian
colleges to America's pluralistic system
of higher education. Its national head
quarters are in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Member colleges are Gordon, Messiah,
Houghton, Asbury, Malone, Taylor,
Greenville, Wheaton, Trinity, Bethel,
Westmont, George Fox, and Seattle
Pacific. Carl Lundquist began his
service as its president in September,
1982, after completing 28 years as
president of Bethel College and Semin
ary, St. Paul, Minnesota.

February Chapels
Week of February 13
MONDAY — Mr. George Jackson, Jr.
WEDNESDAY - Lighthouse '84
FRIDAY — Dr. Helen Roseveare

Week of February 20
SPRING RENEWAL WEEK
(See information elsewhere in this issue'

Week of February 27
MONDAY — Black Cultural Society
WEDNESDAY - Dr. Keith Phillips

Summer Job
Oppotunlties
by Clark Cowden
Would you like to work this summer
in a job that is a little more exciting than
a fast food restaurant? Would you like
to get away from home and work in the
Rockies, the Adirodachs, an amusement
parte, or Washington, D.C.? If so, then
now is the time to start applying. The
Career Development office has recieved
applications for summer workers from
all over the United States from employ
ers looking for students with a wide
variety of skills.
The federal government has summer
employment in Washington for animal
caretakers, lab workers, plant workers,
and carpenters. The government and
the military have openings in many
large cities for clerical
workers,
accountants, computer operators, math
aids, and recreation aids.
The 1984 Park, Forest, and Resource
Assistant Guide lists jobs at our nation's
parks in all fifty states. Yellowstone
National Park itself has 2,000 rammer
jobs available for cooks, waiters, bus
drivers, tour guides, wranglers, accoun
tants, and resident assistants. Previous
managerial experience is needed for
more lucrative positions.
There are excellent positions open for
summer interms at the Central United
Protestant Chruch in Richland, Wash
ington. This church will hire nine
college and seminary students this
summer to work as a team with children
and youth from kindergarten through
senior high. Discussion story hours,
crafts, discipling, outings, recreation,
camping and hiking are some of the
activities in which you would provide
leadership. The application Handling is
March 15.
There are summer jobopportunitiesat
amusement parks like Opryland and
Cedar Point. A wide variety of skilled
and non-skilled positions are available
for landscapers, lifeguards, secretaries,
warehouse attendants, wardrobe em
ployees, ride operators, parking lot
attendants, ticket takers, and cooks.
Most of the live show openings, •»*>) as
performers and musicians, are filled by
auditions in December and January.
There are, also, a wide variety of
camp jobs from Cape Cod to New York
to Oklhoma to the Rockies. Counselors
may work with kids from ages eight to
eighteen, leading such activities as
camping, hiking, waterfront, creative
arts, computer programming individ
ual sports, team sports, and performing
arts. At certain camps, counselors may
be asked to lead Bible studies and
discussion groups too.
If you are looking for a different and
exciting summer, start malrfng plans
today! Many employers hire in Febru
ary and March. Don't b^ left out!

TAYLOR VIEWS...

Steve Unangst
"My years here at Taylor have prepared me to move on
In several ways. Taylor has prepared me to move out and
become successful In the field of work I choose to enter.
Taylor has also provided an atmosphere and the time
to get on my feet spiritually. But, most of all, my friends
here at Taylor have taught me much about relationships.
I will not miss Taylor when I move on, but I will miss my
friends."

Suzi Beers
"My years at Taylor have been great., that is why I'm
stretching the normal four years to five and a half. I
guess one of the things I'll remember the most about
my Taylor years is my forever friends!"

Bill Andreas
When I graduate this May I will be able to take what I
nave learned at Taylor and use it in my spiritual life, family
life, and in my work oriented career. Taylor has given me
a well-rounded attitude."

Judi Zakalak
"Taylor for me? Over the past four years? That ques
conjures up so many images and feelings — prob
best illustrated by a burning desire to transfer out e
IS minutes But the fact that I kept coming back spc
after all"
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Reflections of a
Games Control Worker
Anyone who has passed through the
Union has most likely seen me diligently
at work, perched on my chair at the
games control desk, with quarters in
hand, waiting to meet someone's need
for "Donkey Kong" or "Pac-Man"!
Although it seems like an odd place for
the Lord to minister to someone, the
Lord has used the many hours that I've
spent at the games control desk to give
me a burden for this campus and the
world in general.
I get fed up with the "playing
religion" that goes on. Nobody, it
seems, ever has a need or a hurt on this
campus. We all seem to be content in
every area of our lives. We all generally
come from middle to upper-middle class
homes; we all have clothes on our
backs, food on our tables, and we go to
church for an hour on Sundays -What
more could we want?
It's during those hours at the games
control desk that the Lord "pope my
bubble" and opens my eyes to the stark
reality around me. I'll pick up a copy of
People Magazine or a copy of U.S.Newa
and World Report and begin to read.
In People, I read about the movie
stars, I find out who is divorcing who,
who's buying beachfront on Malibu,
and who the "stars" are sleeping with
this week. I read about the late night
T.V. soaps, full of all the sex any
American could possibly want. I read of
the hottest new punk band in the
country, the latest new styles for
transvestites, and the most popular
colors to dye your punk hair. I read
about the rock stars, America's new
heroes, and their lifestyles full of
lewdness and perversity.
Then I pick up the latest issue of U.S.
News and I see another side of the
world, I read of the millions of babies
that we murder in the United States
each year, products of our new "Sexual
Freedom" and lack of moral responsi

bility.
I talk with friends on campus and
learn of all the partying and sexual
promiscuity that is going on here at
Taylor. I see the Body of Christ on
campus failing to make a stand for
Jesus Christ and the reality and victory
that He brings to life.
Ir seems that the Body of Christ has
lost its hunger for the righteousness of
Christ. We've become more concerned
with our own pleasure and happiness

than we have with living a life pleasing
unto God. We've become so much like
the world that it becomes hard to
distinguish the pure, spotless Bride of
Christ from a rebellious, whoring world.
We talk like the world, dress like the
world, listen to the worlds music, and
watch the world's movies and television
programs. When I speak of "the
world", I refer to lifestyles, ideologies,
thoughts, actions and behaviors that
exalt themselves above the knowledge

CARD OF THANKS

Our heartfelt thanks to the student body, faculty, alumni, and staff
who expressed your sympathy in many thoughtful ways. Your kindness
has meant much to us in the sudden loss of our husband and father.
Marilyn Evans - Records Office
Mike, Joe, and Darrell
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THE •RROR
of Christ I refer to those things that are
diametrically opposed to the nature and
life-style of Jesus Christ.
Where is the hunger for a deeper
revelation of the Lord, Jesus Christ?
Where is the longing to know Him more
intimately? Where is the yearning and
anxious anticipation for His second
Where is the hunger for a deeper
revelation of the Lord, Jesus Christ?
Where is the longing to know Him more
intimately? Where is the yearning and
anxious anticipation for His second
coming?
The prophet Isaiah asks a question
that is very appropriate for the Taylor
community — "Why do you spend
money for that which is not bread? and
your labour for that which satisfieth
not? hearken diligently unto me, and
eat of that which is good, and let your
soul delight itself in fatness." Isaiah
65:2 Movies, music, sleeping around,
artying, drugs, of these things will fill
the emptiness inside of you. Only Jesus
can fill the emptiness inside and give
you a life with meaning and purpose.
If HE is the answer, then why don't
we spend out time hungering for a more
intimate knowledge of who He is? We,
the Body of Christ here at Taylor, need
to pray for a renewed hunger for more
of Jesus to be revealed in our lives. I
challenge every administrator, faculty
member, and student (including myself)
who has bowed their knee to Jesus
Christ to pray for a mighty move of
God's Spirit on this campus and in their
own personal lives. Commit your lives
to the Lordship of Jesus Christ. Please
receive this in the spirit of love and
concern in which it was written.
Sincerely,

Ron Johnson Jr.
President, Taylor Student Organization
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Valentine's Day Is Here
On leap year - and this is the year to
leap, for Feb. 1984, contains 29 days custom decreed that unmarried women
take the initiative in matrimonial matt
ers. And with Valentine's Day on Feb.
14, there was even more reason for
single girls to leap into action.
But times have changed. Today's
woman needs no excuse to speak her
mind, to take the initiative, to propose
to the man she has selected.
For better or worse, that's the way
things are. And for those men of macho
inclination who miss the masterful
times of yesteryear, consider this: you
can always refuse her proposal without

risk of fine or imprisonment. However,
in macho times past, you either accep
ted the lady or suffered the consequen
ces. . .
In Scotland, for example, a law
enacted in 1288 provided the following:
"It is statut and ordaint that during
the rein of hir maist blissit megeste, for

From the Editor

'Rising Book Prices'
The price of books rises constantly for college
students• Students find themselves paying somewhere
between $100 to $150 per semester depending upon
credit hours taken* The problem created for students
is that they purchase textbooks at huge prices, and
they do not use or cannot resell many of them. What
can be done to eliminate this problem?
A professor should make sure that the texts they
ask students to purchase will all be necessary for
their class. They should consider how much material
can be covered during their course and not require the
purchase of textbooks under the assumption that they
might be used.
If only a small section of a particular textbook
is going to be used, it can be easily copied and
distributed. Another alternative is for the professor
to simply cover thoroughly material from a different
text in a lecture. Many professors place books on
reserve at the library for students to use. They can
read the selected material without having to purchase
another textbook.
Several high priced books are bought by students
that cannot be resold. Some professors require the
latest editions for their classes and some change
textbooks yearly.
Professors should rather or not a new edition
is necessary. The figures can be easily updated, and
present day information added. This will require more
preparation time for the one teaching but will save
students from high textbook prices.
When evaluating textbooks professors should
consider that they need to use the text they choose
for more than one year. They shouldn't just
experiment with textbooks, but do thorough evaluations
of a book's worth before ordering.
Students can save money by purchasing any used
books made available to them. They should,also, sell
those books they won't need or don't care to keep. The
used book sale at the beginning of each semester or
year provides an excellent means to both buy and sell
used books. The bookstore often sells used books too.

ilk yeare knowne as lepe yeare, ilk
mayden ladye of bothe highe and lowe
estait shall haw liberie to bespeke ye
man she like, albeit he refuses to taik
hir to be his lawful wyfe, he shall be
mulcted in ye sum ane pundis or less, as
his estait may be; except and awis gif he
can make it appeare that he is betrothit
ane ither woman he than shall be free.''
Similar laws were passed in France;
and a few centuries later, the custom
was made law in Genoa and Florence.
Take heart, then, all you modem men
and women One needs no excuse or law
to propose or reject. One needs only
courage. . . .

Be Sure To Register For

3rd Annual

WMRI'S

BRIDALFASHION
SHOW. . .
SUNDAY, MARCH 4th
Doors Open at 12:30 p.m.

Justice Middle School
North Miller Avenue in Marion

Hundreds of Dollars in FREE GIFTS to be Given

No purchase necessary!

REGISTER FOR FREE TICKETS AT THESE
FINE AREA MERCHANTS!!
AA

Sren Brrmers Jewelers • Cookie Jar
HolderrMattress-Com monwealth Insurance
Gilbert Roskin Jewelers-Hoosier Reproduction
Vogel's Donut Shops-Page One Bridal Center
Flowers BY Judi -Ginger Lee Haistylists
Country Roads Travel-Murrell's Men Store
Indiana and Michigan Electric Co.-Moon's Catering
Photography by Dan-Carpet Discount House
The Party House-Marion Sheraton Inn
The Waterbed Room-Lloyd's Flowers and Gifts
ReHi;

Organ Music Provided by Rick Elliott
Baldwin Organ Courtesy Robert's Music Rack

Let WMRI - Relaxing 106.9 fm
Make Yours ...The
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Norma's Touch of Class
10255 E. 500 S. (2 1/2 miles NE of Taylor)
Upland, Indiana
Phone 998-2162
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Macleish's
Playwright Archibald Macleish adds
a new, relevant dimension to the
biblical story of Job in his powerful play
"J.B." Taylor Theatre will present
"J.B." February 16, 17, 18, 24 and 25
at 8:15 p.m. and February 26 at 3:00
p.m. in the Little Theatre. The show is
under the direction of Dr. Oliver
Hubbard.
MacLeish's Job, called J.B., is a
wealthy, present-day
businessman
whose dilemma is played out in an old
circus tent with the help of two circus
vendors, Zuss and Nickles, who assume
the roles of God and Satan. J.B. loses
his children to senseless, modern
disasters and suffers radiation bums
from the same bombing that crumbles
his empire. Circus roustabouts become
the messengers Nickles sends to • J.B.
and his wife, Sarah, with news of their
family tragedies. Would-be comforters,
Bildad, a sneering radical, Eliphaz, a
glib psychiatrist, and Zophar, an un
frocked clergyman, provide unsatisfac
tory explanations for J.B.'s predica
ment. A troupe of tattered street women
appraise his plight from a more
empathic perspective, but his wife
rejects him and his God. After every
effort to find meaning for so much pain
has failed, J.B. concludes, "We are. .
.and what we are can suffer.'' With that
acceptance comes peace and restora
tion.
Two new faces on Taylor's stage have
effectively taken on the demanding
roles of Zuss and Nickles. Sue Glassbum will be seen as Zuss and George
Jackson, m, as Nickles. Sue was active
in theatre at Maconaquah High School
and George has previously impressed

Opens February 18

Kokomo area audiences with his acting
skills. Veteran actor Doug Oliver will
play the role of J.B. Doug was most
recently seen in "Once Upon a Time"
and last season in "You Can't Take it
With You" (Kolenkov) and "Summer
and Smoke" (Gonzales). Also active in
Marion Civic Theatre, Doug appeared
in their fall production "Angel Street'
and directed the MCT musical "Brigadoon". Sarah Adams makes her first
Taylor appearance as J.B.'s wife,
Sarah. J.B. and his wife have five
children. The two eldest, David and
Mary, will be played by Scott Etchison
("Inherit the Wind", "The Importance
of Being Earnest", "You Can't Take it
With You", "Summer and Smoke")
and Melanie Lane ("The Curious Sav
age"). Auditions were held to select
young children for the three remaining
family members and one other role. The
parts of Rachel, Ruth and Rebecca will
be played by Darcy Rowley, Sarah Coe
and Elesha Hodge. Greg Cox and Steve
Weber will be seen as the Roustabouts.
Steve entered the world of theatre last
year with the lead role in his high
school's production of' 'Brigadoon'' and
in three semesters Greg has amassed a
list of Taylor credits including "You
Can't Take it With You", "Summer and
Smoke", "The Curious Savage" and
"Once Upon a Time". Sheryl Cook
makes her Taylor debut in the role of
"The Girl".
Senior Mike Daugherty has found
time for his first role at Taylor. Mike
will be seen as Bildad. Mark Stevens,
most recently seen as Hannibal in '"The
Curious Savage" will play the role of
Zophar. Mark's other Taylor credits

include "See How They Run", "Ten
Little Indians" and "Inherit the Wind".
Eliphaz will be played by Barry
VonLanken. If you've seen a play lately,
you've seen Barry! He appeared as
Jeffrey in "Thet Curious Savage",
Reverend Winemiller in "Summer and
Smoke", Dussel in "Anne Frank" and
Grandpa Vanderhof in "You Can't Take
it With You."
The troupe of women include Beth
Gabrielson as Mrs. Adams, Diane
Rutter as Jolly Adams, Lynette Fletcher
as Mrs. Lesure, Heidi Halterman
("Once Upon a Time") as Mrs.
Murphy, Lenora Cooper ("Summer and
Smoke") as Mrs. Botticelli, and Tracee
Petrakis ("The Curious Savage",
"Anne Frank") as Miss Mabel. SevenYear-Old Beau Dowden will be seen as
"Boy". The maids will be played by
Kelly Pool and Shawn Densford. The
assistant director is Cindy Ericson.
The set, designed by Dr. Hubbard,
includes a circus wagon, side show, and
the center ring of an old, run-down
traveling circus. Special lighting and
sound effects will heighten the theatric
al intensity of the drama.
Tickets are now on sale at the box
office in the CTA building from 1:00 to
5:00 p.m. weekdays. The ticket price for
all ID holders is $1.00 The charge for
children of ED holders who are under 12
years of age is 50 cents. All tickets must
be paid for by 5:00 the afternoon of the
performance and picked up at the door
by 8:00 p.m. Those tickets that are not
paid for or picked up will be released for
sale. For further ticket information or
reservations, call extension 289.

N o M y s t e r y by RICK CUA

Chorus
Begins

A womens" chorus winging songs of
love—that's Taylor University's spring
community choral opportunity All inter
ested female singers are invited to join.
The chorus meets Monday evening
beginning Feb. 6, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. in
Hermanson Music Center, room 148.
Academic credits are available, but
optional (call 998-2751, x 206 if you wish
to register in advance for credit).
Richard Stanislaw, Taylor's Vice President for academic Affair, will be
conducting the group. Dr. Stanislaw's
academic training is in choral music.
The performance is set for May 2 and
will be also feature the brass ensemble.
Repertoire includes four songs,
"How Can I Keep From Singing" and
"Go Way From My Neighbor," twen
tieth century secular compositions by
Cecil Dougherty, John Carter, and
Conrad DeJong—all to texts about love.
The sacred portion of the concert begins
with the renaissance Lassus, then
Mendelssohn, Schubert, Bernstein, and
Leljestrand.
For more information call 998-2751,
X. 232 or come to the first rehearsal. All
are welcome.

Seated around the table L-R: Sarah Adams, Scott Etchison, Melanie
!"ne< Darcy Rowley, Sarad Coe and Elesha Hodge.

Previews of PARNASSUS

Album Review

by Jon Cambell
When Rick Cua released his first
album he showed good musical talent
but was searching for indentity and
direction. This is evidenced in his album
title simply being how to pronounce his
name, and a lack of original style in his
songs. On Rick's new album his
purpose and style is, literally, NO
MYSTERY. Rick has changed immensley since his days with the Outlaws,
but the change is all for the better. On
NO MYSTERY Rick has developed a
style which is all Rick Cua and only Rick
Cua. The album has a rock nature with
an original sound and impressive pro
duction quality.
Side one opens with a good rocker
entitled, "He Lives in Me." The first
thing that is evident is the clean well
mixed sound accompanied by strong
evangelical lyrics. "One Way Out"
portrays Christ as the only way out of
the confusion of this world. "Changed"
employs some very impressive tight
harmonies. This song in particular
showcases the background vocals, one
of the main reasons for Cua's new
sound. "Just Visiting" is probably the
weakest song on the album. For some
reason Rick leaves the style of the rest
of the album. Although this song
doesn't fit very well into the scheme of
the album, it is still a very well written
song. "The Power" is definitely one of
the best songs on the album. Power is a
hard rocker with hard hitting lyrics to
match. One highlight of the song is the
guitar duel between left and right
speakers.
Side two opens with "High School
Reunion", reminding us of how time
changes us and can fool our percep
tions. "Create in Me a Heart" is a
prayer to make our hearts clean enough
to hold. This is also one of the better
songs on the album, using original

Nickles (George Jackson) and Zuss (sue Glasbum) observe
as J.B. (Doug Oliver) assures his family of God's goodness to them.

by Rob Aldridge
Do you know what Parnassus 1984
is??? No, it's not a youth conference or
a new Christian rock group. Parnassus
is Taylor University's annual literary
magazine, filled with the best of TU
students' writing.
Dr. Kenneth Swan of the English
Department and sponsor of Parnassus is
still reviewing the entries to the
Parnassus writing contest. This year

there were 86 entries. Dr. Swan states,
"We've had a good response to the
contest and we're looking for Parnassus
to appear at the end of April 1984.
Exciting plans are being developed for
the format of this magazine."
Dr. Swan stresses that literary works
are still being accepted for possible
inclusion in Parnassus 1984. These
entries will not be judged for the writing
contest, but they will be reviewed for

The
Taylor Student
Center
rhythms with tight harmonies to provide
a
well
done
likeable
song.
"A.S.S.E.F." has a likeable catchy tune
with praise oriented lyrics. Undoubtably
the best song on the album is "Bright
Light." The song honestly points a
finger at all of us who are self centered
at heart. Everything comes together on
this cut. The song is a thought
provoking softer song employing excell
ent instrumentation, originality, special
effects and those ever present back
ground singers. "Help Me Out" ends
the album in a country rocker. Showing
his Outlaw roots, Cua reminds us that
we need the Lord to help us out of our
problems.

Overall the style is original and well
done and uses evangelistic style to
ministry-oriented lyrics. The album is
well produced and arranged which
shows much studio excellence and time.
The lyrics on several songs are thought
provoking and well crafted; however,
some songs are weak in syrical power.
The album is extremely enjoyable to
listen to and easily worth the nine dollar
charge. Rick Cua has given us, in NO
MYSTERY, music that comes from the
heart of personal experience and is
presented in a believeable style of
music. NO MYSTERY will please
anyone who enjoys music that is well
done.

entry into Parnassus. Poems, stories,
and essays, particularly those of relig
ious nature, may be submitted; line
drawings are also being accepted. The
deadline for all Parnassus entries is
February 29.
Look for the winners of the Parnassus
writing contest in the next issue of The
Echo on February 17. In the mean time,
get those Parnassus entries to the
English Department!
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Going to McDonald's is almost as much a part of going to college as going to
class. You've made us the place to meet, to talk, to have a good time, to celebrate your
victories and help forget defeats.
You've made McDonald's more than just another place to eat. And that's whv
y'
at McDonald's, .
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IMcDonald's

Trojan

Pizza

Introduces...

Hartford City
(as close as any other McDonald's!)

Hot Baked Potatoes
Served with Your Choice of

_

,

along with...

* Ham
• Bacon Bits

So

Also try our Plain Cheese Baked Potatoes
only $1.25
and our Pizza Potatoes with
your 2 Favorite Pizza Toppings
only s1.75

Try them today!!!

(Minimum $2.00 order for delivery)
113 E. RAILROAD, UPLAND

Available in
yellow, pink
and blue.
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• Taytar Ualvaulty

Call 998-6005

TROJAN PIZZA

Now!
Get the
Big Marc Highliter*
for only 10c

a

Cheddar or Mozzarella Cheese

• Beef
ir Mushrooms

(shewn to of eetml siu)

PHONE 988-8005
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with ANY sandwich purchase
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Honors Program Meets Student Needs
Many students are unaware of the
honors program offered to students.
The Taylor University Honors Program
is a special academic curriculum de
signed to meet the specific needs of
Hieh ability, highly motivated students.
These qualifications for students..
Normally, an entering freshman wish
ing to begin the program should have
earned a 3.5 high school Grade Point
Average and a combined SAT score of
1100 (or comparable ACT scores).
Those applying after completing at least
one semester at Taylor should have
earned a 3.3 grade point average on all
college work.
The program benefits the high ability
student, because the Honors Program
Student has greater choice when select
ing courses to meet the general educa
tion requirements. He or she can choose
from all of the offerings open to other
students plus the Honors courses.
The specific lists of Honors courses
varies from year to year, but usually
included (1) Honors sections of such
specific general education requirements
as English Composition and Fine Arts,
(2) special courses which meet area
requirements (e.g. Ideas in History and
Ideas in Mathematics); (3) unique
interdisciplinary seminars (e.g. Ways of
Knowing, The Idea of Christianity,
Faith and Learning Seminar, Social
Justice Seminar, and Futurology); and
(4) travel courses. More than is the case
in the curriculum in general, honors
courses emphasize integration of faith
and learning, ideas and values in

content, and discussion and student
initiative in format.
Honors Students receive special rec
ognition at graduation. All Honors
Program students who complete at least
18 hours of Honors Program courses
and maintain an overall G.P.A. of 3.3
will earn the designation "Honors
Program Graduate" on their official
university transcript which goes to
prospective employers and graduate
schools. Any student failing to complete
the 18 hours is not penalized; he or she
simply graduates without the Honors
Program designation.
As for requirements the program
does not have required courses. There
is no specific course required of each
student. Furthermore, there is no
minimum number of courses which a
student must complete to continue in
the program. Most students, however,
with proper planning, can comfortably
complete the minimum 18 hours for the
designation
mentioned
transcript
above; especially Is this the case when
they enroll in the Honors Program at the
beginning of their college career. While
Honors Program students are encour
aged to complete a maximum number of
the general education requirements
with Honors courses, in each case the
choice lies with the student.
Students often wonder if the Honors
courses are more difficult than other
courses and will a student's grades drop
as a member of the Honors Program?
The purpose of the Honors Program

sourses is to be more stimulating and
challenging rather than harder and
more time consuming. While no one can
offer a guarantee that a given student
will experience no difficulty in a given
Honors course, there is no general
pattern of grades suffering because of
membership in the program.
This program for students in all
majors, even those which leave little
room for elective courses or extra curricular activities. However, those
students with tightly scheduled majors
will want to enter the program as early
as possible, thus making it easier to
enroll primarily in Honors courses that
substitute for general education re
quirements rather than those that count
only as electives. Extra-curricular activ
ities are limited in number, with
participation optional, These include
(1) a classic film series, and (2)
programs which encourage the applica
tion of intellectual and spiritual knowl
edge to the practical arena of human
need (e.g. the tutoring service for
disadvantaged youth in Marion).
Students who should not join the
Honors Program are those students who
have not yet entered the program by the
time they are into their junior year
because they may not have enough
flexibility in their schedules to complete
a series of Honors courses. They may,
however, wish to obtain permission of
the instructor to enroll in a given
course. Also, bright students who much
prefer factual learning in a highly

structured environment to analytical
and conceptual learning in a more open
- ended learning situation might exper
ience some difficulty functioning in the
Honors Program.
Students who are not formally mem
bers of the Honors Program can enroll
in an Honors course. Any student with a
serious interest in a given course needs
only to consult with the course instruc
tor before enrolling. Taylor does offer
special financial assistance for high
ability students. The Honors Program
members and other high ability stud
ents should consult the Financial Aid
Office to determine the merit scholar
ship grant and the other forms of aid for
which they qualify.
For high ability high school students
between the junior and senior years, the
Honors Program also offers a tuitionfree, five-week summer college exper
ience. Eligibility standards are consis
tent with the criteria for admission to
the regular program (3.5 GPA and 1100
PSAT or SAT test scores — or the
equivalent on other tests such as the
ACT). Successful completion of the
summer term will allow the participant,
upon high school graduation, to apply
the credits toward a Taylor degree as a
regular Honors Program student. Or if
the student elects to enroll in another
college , the record of credit may be sent
to that school.
For students applying for the regular
program, application materials are
available from and returnable to Dr.

Students Urged
To Apply Now

William C. Reingenberg, Director of the
Honors Program, Taylor University,
Upland, Indiana 46989. For students
applying for the summer high school
program, application materials are
available from and returnable to the
Admissions Office, Taylor University,
Upland, IN. 46989.
Current Honor Program students are
as follows: Deidre Adams, Kim Beckman, Sharon Beeson, Beth Belton, Kay
Benson, Lynn Billbe, Tawnne Bowers,
Mandy Caprender, Jay Case, Jeremy
Case, Beth Ellen Crow, John Courtwright, David Cutrell, Denise Dester,
Kim Dettmer, Gerri Detweiler, Beth
Duley, Kay Ebaugh, David Fisher,
Stephen Flowers, Denise Frame, Troy
Funte, Kristine Georgia, Margie Gowman, Heidi Halterman, Marcia Har
ness, Fred Himebaugh, Karen Inman,
Patti Irvin, Tim Jackson, Tom Jentink,
Elisa Jessup, Rebecca Jones, Nata
Katelein, Steve Kastelein,
Robin
Knapp, Linda Lubbert, Joy Mathews,
Rachels Meighan, Mary Moore, Robert
Myers, Marsha Neal, Mark Paries,
Sandra Payne, Joan Pepper, Ruth
Plumb, Kelly Pool, Marcus Racer,
Brent Ressler, John Rhoton, Debra
Richardson, Julie Ringenberg, Cynthia
Roth, Wendy
Rutherfrod,
Kent
Schmidt, Tom Spahr, John Stark, David
Steiner, Diane Stocksdale, Colleen
Stoltzfus, Marie Taylor, Boon Kheng
(Clement) Teo, Jennifer Thomas, Gary
Waterman, Dan Webb, Robert Zentz.

College students expecting to need
financial aid or summer employment
are urged to write now to The Scholar
ship Bank. According to the director,
Steve Danz, private financial aid donors
consider applications on a year-round
basis and now is the best time to start
looking for fall 84 aid.The Scholarship
Bank will send each student a print-out
of up to 50 sources of aid that appear
just right for each student based on
his/her response to a questionnaire sent
by the bank.
The Scholarship Bank is the largest
organization in the U.S. devoted to
finding private financial aid for stud
ents, and each year receives over 10,000
requests for such information. Accord
ing to the director, the bank supple
ments the work of the college financial
aids office by finding private funding
sources such as from civic, trade,
educational and industry groups.
This year the bank has added 2,500
new summer employment jobs and
urges students who wish to find
summer work in their chosen profes
sional fields to write for information.
The director recently announced the
introduction of a new computer, Victor
9000 to handle scholarship data and
give students free yearly up-dated
information.
Students with financial need should
send a business-size, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to The Scholarship
Bank, 10100 Santa Monica Blvd, Los
Angeles, CA. 90067.

IMA Presents Constructivest Collection Campus
Who's Who Among Students An artistic revolution, a new asthe- several programs including a series of The museum's specially trained dotic that influenced the development of lectures, classes for children, plus cents will present a film and lecture Events
in American Universities
the art forms of the 20th century, will special docentled tours and films.
program on Modem Art for Adults at
Women's Basketball
be presented in "Constructivism and
IMA Director Robert A. Yassin will Indianapolis Marion County branch
1:90 pm Away
and Colleges
the Geometric Tradition: Selections present a series of four lextures, libraries. The film' '20th Century Art: A

Saturday, February 11

The StudeBt Life Committee is pleased to anmrance that the 1984 edition of Who's Who
Among Stndeots in American Universities and Colleges will carry the names of 35 students
frnm
va Kaon
caWtori as
oc Kama
amonn fha
nounfru'e most
ma outstan
from Tavlnr
Taylor linivarctfv
University, u/hn
who ha
have
been selected
being among
the country's
ding campus leaders.
Selection of nominees was made by the committee after a lengthy review of qualified
students and by voting by juniors, seniors, and faculty. The criteria used in selecting students
for this honor included: scholarship attainment, personality and character, out-of-class con
tributions and achievements, and potential success and usefulness in post-graduate days.
These students join an honored group of others selected from more than 1,360 institutions
of higher learning in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and several foreign nations.
Outstanding students have been honored in the Who's Who directory since it was first
published in 1934.
Students named this year from Taylor University are:

Susan tilgood

Bait

Dsnglax Ber
Jane Brand
Mark Breederhtad
Beverh Brown
James Campbell
Michael Cknpp
John feartrigkt

Clark Cowden
Pamela Drake
Leitaii kiMm
Brian lerru
Dick dorian
leiraiilass
Chris lineglein
Martha tireenagel
Lori ttalteberg

Tamara Hinman
Ami Hunt
Heidi Ison
Ronald Johnson
Skrrilva korsis
Linda Lubber!
Jenifer MrCatghan
(iideoB Mbnra
Pamela Miller

Vaao
Mia Olenik
Sandra Pavae
Randal R<
Vanessa Roth
Clement Tp#
Mark Terrell
Colleen Wild

We'll take you

FROM MAYBE

from the McCrowy Corporation Collec
tion" at Indianapolis Museum of Art,
Wednesday, Feb. 8 through Sunday,
Aprill. The IMA is one of six major
museums included in the exhibition's
second national tour. Others are the
Denver Art Museum, the San Antonio
Museum of Art, the New Orleans
Museum of Art, the Toledo Museum of
Art and the Herbert F. Johnson
Museum at Cornell University.
Selected from a collection which took
10 years to build, the international
sampling of 200 paintings, drawings
and sculptures is representative of a
cataclysmic break with figurative art in
which shapes were reduced to their
essential froms of pure geometry and
abstration. Many of the contemporary
works in the collection are by American
artists and reflect their concern for
shape, color, space, and line. Grand
scale geometry and large areas of color
reflect the new diminsion, a positive
shaping force in the 20th-century art
world.
To complement the exhibition, the
IMA's Education Division will sponsor

"Perspective on 20th-century Art," at
8 p.m. on Wednesdays, Feb. 1, 8, 15,
and 22, in the Museum's DeBosest
Lecture Hall. These lectures will pro
vide an understanding of the history of
early Modern Art from cubism to the
present. The cost for the series is $10
for members, $12 non-members. On
Sunday, March 4, Yassin will also
conduct the Curator's Choice tour of the
McCrory Collection at 1 p.m., students
will discuss a variety of artists and
styles. They will also experiment with
both traditional and non-traditional
techniques to create a college, works
assembled from found objects and
kinetic or moveable works.
"Experiments in Animation" on Sat
urday, March 17 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
will involve students from ages 9 to 12.
By splicing together odd film footage
and then screening their own produc
tions, they will gain insight into a new
area of experimentation for 20th-cent
ury artists. Cost for the classes is $4 for
members and $6 for non-members. For
more information, contact the Mu
seum's Education Division, 923-1331.

Saving on those
Piz:

Friday, February 16

Break with Tradition'' will be presented
at the Eagle Library on Thrusday, Feb.
23 at 1 p.m.; at the Warren Library on
Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 2 p.m.; at the
Hilton U. Brown Library on Wednes
day, March 21 at 2 p.m. and at the East
Washington Library on Wednesday,
March 28 at 1 p.m.
Docents will also lead tours of the
exhibition at 1 p.m. every Saturday and
Sunday in February beginning Feb. 11,
and in March, beginning March 10.
"Constructivism and the Geometric
Tradition: Selections from the McCrory
Corporation Collection" will be located
on the third floor of the Krannert
Pavilion. Admission is free to IMA
members, $1 to non-members and 50
cents to senior citizens, students and
children.
The Indianapolis Museum of Art,
1200 West 38th Street, Indianapolis, is
open Tuesday through Sunday, 1200
West 38th Street, Indianapolis, is open
Tuesday through Sunday, 11 a.m. to 5
a.m., closed Thanksgiving, Christmas
and New Year's Day.

Men's Basketball
7:30p.m. Home
Thru Uth
Concert-Jessy Dixon
0:1$ pm.
Sunday, February 12

9:1$ a.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 14

Gull take Bible Missionary
Conference Recruiter
Wednesday, Feb. 15

Camp Recruiter - Great Oaks
7:30p.m. home
Piano REcital - Dr. Sloan
Movie- "The Sting"
8:l$p.m.
Thursday, February Id

Living Waters Ministries
Recruiter
Play opens- "IB."
8:1$ p.m.

Christian books, music and gifts

Valentine Cards by Dayspring
10% off
with
121 N. High Street Hartford City, IN
Taylor l.D.
Phone 348-4800

m

AMERICAN

HOPS
LATEST

TO MARVELOUS

Cupid says,"Be
my Valentine"

with a Redken perm
Ever notice how much younger
and prettier your friends look when
they get a perm?
The same thing is waiting for you
Because we use Redken® condition
ing perms, your new curls will feel as
good as they look. So call now
Marvelous is where you should be.
No ifs, and's.... or maybe's.

Select a Valentine card from
American Greetings and
spread a little Cupid charm
yourself.

GRtb riNGS

GUESS what.

_.i KM YOU EVEN MORE
THAN I THOUGHT i R0

«>REDI<EN
Salon Prescription Center

HAIRS THE LATEST
124 N. Jefferson

348-5074
Hartford City

CASA PATRICIA APARTMENTS
2nd and Joyce Streets
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Total Electric

Kitchen Appliances

Call 664-4735 for information

Free Pitcher of Soft Drink
with any Large Pizza

o.in r%nlu
Dine-in
only.

O

One coupon per party per visit at participating
Pizza HutE restaurants. This offer not valid in
combination with any other Pizza Huts offer.
Offer good only on regular menu prices
through February 29,1984

704 E. Main, Gas City

674-7774

1

-Hut

51982 Pizza Hut, Inc.

Cuh rudaopooo valuu 1/80 mL

UPLAND DRUBS
South Main at Berry
American Greetings with Rose desian®
MCMUOOOV American Greetings Corp.
© MCMLXXXIV Universal Press Syndicate
Care Bears® Sherman On The Mount®

Valentine's Day, February 14th
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Coach George Glass
This may sound cold and calculated
but he is the boss. Everyone has trouble
doing things other people tell us to do
President Lehman's decision was pre
sented to us not so that we could
continue to discuss the problem, but as
a statement of this is where we are
going to go with it. The Athletic
Committee unamiously voted in favor of
the decision. The Athletic Department
had no vote but was in support of it also.
Within the department there are varyin
degrees of support. Just because some
one's in favor of the decision doesn't
mean it will go down easily. It's our life
and our profession. When they say
suddenly we're not going to be doing
this anymore it's something you don't

Beth Pringle—freshman—tennis
I do not think this was a fair decision to
the students playing in those sports of
incoming or prospective students for
that matter. Many of the girls are
disappointed. I just feel that if I stay at
Taylor that I'll be missing out on so
much. This whole decision has put a lot
of added pressure on me and my
parents because I don't know if I should
stay at Taylor and settle for a club
situation, or decide to transfer. I
question this decision and wonder if it
would be in my best interests to say
here just for a good time and friends. I
understand President Lehman's reason
ing about limited resources but only
partly. Who are you trying to please? Is
Taylor for the students or the name?
Sure we want to upgrade the competi
tiveness of the program and its facili
ties, but does this have to be at the
expense of the student. You cannot tell
me students are the main ingredient
here when you make a decision like this.
People will also be looking at Taylor and
be saying, 'Hey did you hear what
Taylor did. They cut out five sports, how
dumb.' In the long run I think that this
decision will hurt Taylor more that it's
going to help it. Don't we want to be
more competitive? Well then, why not
keep things the way they were? I think it
would make Taylor look better, and I
think everyone would be a whole lot
happier.
Terry Allen—Seniorr-Golf
I don't know if it was fair to me as one of
the students whose sport was cut. The
decision was made on behalf of the
athletics program as a whole. The
department asked for upgrading for the
sports program at Taylor and in order to
get something you have to give up
something. And what they gave up was
our sports. Since I am a senior it doesn t
directly affect my decision of whether or
not to stay at Taylor. But I do plan to
play golf, perhaps as a career, when I
graduate. The people who look at me
will see that the school where I'm from
doesn't even have a team. That won t
reflect well on me or Taylor for that
matter. When I talked with President
Lehman he told me that there is a slim
chance of raising an endowment for golf
and tenrTtf there is even the
possibility of keeping my sprot, I'm all
for t»lring the chf"**** to get out there
and raising the money.

Campus Beat

get terrifically excited about it, especi
ally if you're directly related to it. But
life goes on. Just because we've always
had a sport at Taylor doesn't mean we
always have to have it. In two or three
years down the road I see small colleges
doing fewer things better. I think we at
Taylor need to do a better job at what
we're all about and that doesn't mean
just winning, we want a first class
operation, a top quality program. It
hurts me deeply to know that we won't
have all these sports. When I look at the
total picture I ask myself do I need all
this to run the best dilemma when
everyone wants bigger and better when
we don't necessarily need bigger, but
better.

by Kim Ferrall
Photographer, Sherri Wheeler
President Lehman's decision to cut
five intercollegiate sports from our
athletic program has been somewhat of
a hot issue on campus since the
beginning of inter-term.
It can be assumed that this was not a
popular decision whith most students.
Now that better than a month has
passed and you can look at it more
rationally, as this has been explained to
and your parents by your coach and
President Lehman, do you think it was a
fair decision?
President's Story
"This was the hardest decision I've
made in my three years as President."
The decision to drop five of Taylor's
intercollegiate sports, wrestling, golf,
women's field hockey, men's and
women's tennis, stems from a problem
with the wrestling program during the
fall of 1982, in which Coach Dana
Sorensen, head of wrestling and assist
ant football coach, expressed frustration
with an overloaded schedule. In light of
the criteria for adding, dropping, or
maintaining a sport, he wrote down
several options for the Athletic Depart
ment which suggested he be relieved of
his duties as wrestling coach, or that
they hire a new, add-on coach.
This fall, Lehman asked the entire
Athletic Department to review the
problem and give some suggestions or
guidance. He told Coach George Glass,
athletic director, that he needed to hand
down his decision by Christmas in order
to be fair to Sorensen. During the

Doug Chupp—Sophomore-Wrestling
I know that something had to go, but to
be honest I'd rather see something else
go. Why did it have to be the only sport
I'm in? I know they made the decision
on sound judgement but I wish they
would have talked to us before they
made it. It was a decision that affected
my life, and I didn't have any say in it.
Wrestling is the only thing I'm good at.
I had set a goal of being All-American. I
chose a school with a strong program
which I thought would help me fulfill
that. They've made it almost impossible
for me to fulfill my dream unless I do it
in the month of competition remaining.
Over the past ten years the Taylor
wrestling team has set a tradition that's
hard to break. They've just started up
the soccor program yet they opt to cut
an old and respected one like wrestling
over soccor. Why? I can't understand
this. When I looked at Taylor I wanted
to know if it had a good wrestling
program, and then a high academic
standing.
If Taylor hadn't offered that
Jenny Miller-senior-tennis
While I still respect President Lehman, back then I would have discounted it.
I don't think it was a fair decision Although I'll be staying I think Taylor is
because the reasons for it weren't going to lose many prospective students
clearly explained to us. I don't really because of this decision.
know why they did it, and it seems to
me that they didn't consider any Dawn Starks - Senior—Field Hockey
alternative. I feel that the administra I'm really trying to understand how
tion has a responsibility to the students, this decision will help the school as a
but it seems they dumped on us. whole, but as hard as I try I'll never
They've dropped the sports and are think it was a great decision. I was not
forgetting about the individuals invol all that shocked because I've always
ved. You kind of get lost in the crowd. though that if a sport were dropped here
They feel that it's more important to put it would be field hockey. It's very hard;
the emphasis on Taylor's image. By to say if it was fair or not. I don't feel
doing this I think they are almost taking like it was fair to me. Field hockey was a
away from the whole person philosophy part of my life. I've learned so much
of the school. They're contradicting being on a team, as an athlete in a
themselves. Playing tennis has been a sport. Although you can't consider each
well rounded experience for me. I've person always, it seems that there was
learned so much from my involvement. I no consideration for the individual at
chose Taylor because of the quality of all. Something that was so important to
their women's tennis program. I pay to me was suddenly wiped out from under
come here, and I get treated like this. I my feet, 'no more, sorry!' I was looking
still have a year of eligibility and if we forward to my last year, now I'll never
won't have a team I'm all behind a non play another game. It's sad when I see
competitive club, this at least gives us a Taylor more concerned with building
chance to play. They're not going to the school instead of the students.
Taylor is different, and it's always been
break our spirit.
special, yet I sense it's changing and
becoming more success oriented while
overlooking
the students needs. Sup
Kurt Ewing-freshman-golf
I feel it was an unfair decision. I don't posedly Taylor is a well rounded school,
agree with their reasoning. It just seems yet this is a narrowing or binding. Now
to me that they're trying to out muscle all we offer if more of the same kind of
us and that they want to pick on the teams. As for the clubs option, I see that
little guy. It all came so fast. None of us more a type of lifetime recreation, but
knew it was coming. All of a sudden it's not the same »s playing for Taylor.
they just quit golf. I was completely
shodied. Why didn't they ask any
students before or why weren't repre
sentatives of the team given considera
tion? Being a freshman, I still have
three years of eligibility left. By
dropping golf, Taylor is forcing me to
transfer. I'm not going to stay here and
not play golf. You know I already found
a school once. I put a lot of prayer into
that decision and really felt that God led
me to Taylor. I chose this school
because I though it had a good program
as well as a sound academic curriculum.
The decision has changed my life
because I believe where I go to school is
crucial. This decision has put a lot of
added pressure on me and it really puts
me on the line. I don't want to leave but
without golf I have to. I think that Taylor
will lose students who might have
considered coming to Taylor. As for
having clubs they're just not the same.
With a team you grow. I want to bet
better and I need a program to grow and
leam more. Competition is key. In a
club you just play, you can't become the
best player you can be or all that 'I'm
intended to be' as they say. I won't
grow as a person either, for I won't
reach my full potential as a player.

second week of December, Lehman
received the department's comprehen
sive proposal. Their main concern was
with the mediocricy of Taylor's program
in the sense that Taylor is loosing
ground and not gaining in competitive
ness. They made a request for the
overall upgrading of the quality of the
program and the addition of new
personnel which, taken together, would
amount to approximately $400,000.
"I am committed to a high quality
program at Taylor, but we simply do not
have the funding needed to make our
athletes as competitive as possible in all
15 sports. Incidentally, most average
colleges our size have only 9-12 sports.
With 15 we actually had more sports
than other schools," said Lehman.
He asked himself, 'Do I pass the bill
to one of the other 27 departments on
campus and turn the extra money over
to athletics, or do I increase tuition for
all students?' It was clear that a
compromise was needed in order to
accomplish what the Athletic Depart
ment wanted. Therefore some sports
would have to be dropped. After looking
at the entire program, Lehman said that
he would like it to become top quality by
upgrading those sports which would
have the greatest visibility and the most
recognition.
"I could not look at all the factors
alone. I had to analyze the variables
together. My head wasn't in the sand
that's for sure." In addition to things
like alumni support and recruitment, he
looked at the number of officials which
were required and what assistant relief

Lauren Tanis-Sophomore—field hockey
I can understand that President
Lehman had to cut for budget reasons.
Now hockey isn't that big of a sport here
but I'm totally against some of the
reasons I've heard for the decision.
They want to build up the program in
other areas. They say they want Taylor
to be known for something. Well I think
that's totally selfish. I think they're
trying to get more glory for Taylor but
their doing it for the wrong reasons and
they're certainly going about it in the
wrong way. Nobody has told us the
reasons why in written out, plain
English. So you want to get rid of the
medicore sports to build up others. I
thought wrestling was great, and men's
tennis has done just super. As for field
hockey, we were just starting to be
something, I know we could have won
districts this year.Someone else might
say, 'no one else goes to field hockey so
what's the big deal?' So field hockey
doesn't bring in the fans, does that
mean since its not a big sport does that
mean it's not worth the time and
money. It has been such a big blow to
me it's almost been like taking away
part of my life, well at least a major
portion of my college experience.
There's nothing to replace it for

coaches were needed for a given sport.
He also researched national trends
which indicated that, while field hockey
is strictly a regional sport and wrestling
opponents in Indiana are becoming
more difficult to find, soccer is a
growing sport. "With the escalating
cost of football, someday we may decide
that we should drop football, believe it
or not, and use our facilities only for
football. See, I need to look at the whole
thing as it stands in the global picture,''
he explained.
He considered how many students
were involved in the sport. Tennis, for
instance, does not include as many
players percentage-wise as do other
sports. And finally, he estimated the
kind of spectator support the team had
had. "Let me ask you what sporting
events do you attend here? Take field
hockey for example. I watch their games
from by back yard and have yet to count
a sizeable crowd. What I'm saying is
that it's difficult to be spending so much
money on a sport when so few students
come out to support their classmates."
Having done his homework and given
the matter a great deal of prayer,
Lehman felt the confidence to go ahead
with his decision. After presenting the
idea to Dr. Stanislaw, academic dean,
Joe Romine, coordinator of athletics,
and Diana Jones, head of field hockey
and Softball coach, he brought his
recommendation before the Faculty
Athletic Committee where it gained,
unamious approval. Based on the
criteria to add, drop, or maintain a
sport, it was decided that the five sports

don't want to do that. I really don't want
to leave Taylor because of this decision.
If I get involved in a field hockey club,
although we'd be playing for ourselves,
and not the school, I'll settle for that
over nothing.

Marty Rietgraf-freshman-tenms
None of the guys on the team like it,
we're all upset. From what little I
understand, President Lehman has told
us that he had to limit something, and
instead of education, he decided to take
from sports. And a lot of factors were
involved, these include coaching, sport
visibility, and athletic interests. I thinlc
they should provide a better financial
aid package in order to get players here.
I just don't see how he can justify one
sport over another. Too, it seems like he
didn't even consider the students point
of view. I mean, only a select few
decided. Those people don't relaize how
much just being on a team means to the
individual, you learn and grow so
much. Can't you see that you are
cutting not only teams but also you're
depriving certain students the oppor
tunity for that learning anH growing
experience? One upperclassman I know
told me that his best memories of Taylor
are from being on the tennis team. It's
just a shame that I can't have this. I
don't even think that Taylor will get
more or better athletes by putting
money elsewhere. It just ends up that
there are fewer sports offered and less
kids can compete on their own sport. I
guess this is what being competitive is
all about. Playing on the tennis team my
first year here was just a fringe benefit I
had, I guess I'm fortunate. I'm going to
stay at Taylor because I like it; even
though I can still play tennis, it won't be
competetively. I wish it didn't have to
be that way.

would be discontinued and the money
would be reallocated within the pro
gram most likely for
' 'I feel that this was the beet thing to
do. If we have 15 sports we are saying
we're not committed toquality and we'll
go down. I can't let the whole program
suffer. I understand that it is an
emotional issue. Any decision that
affects someone adversely isn't going to
be all that good for them. I'd like to be
all things to all people. Not every
decision I make will be popular,
I admit that. But I'm dedicated to
keep Taylor vital and to make decision
which are true to what I thinlc is
4ntegrity," he said.
The parents with whom he has
spoken expressed their disappointment
yet they are supportive and accept the
decision. In the two months following
the decision, approximately 10-12 stud
ents have come in to speak with
Lehman. While they are obviously
saddened, they seem to understand.
Lehman adds that the decision is not
final in that the sports could be
reinstated once there is more money to
support the sports again. Although
Taylor may loose some students, he
doesn't feel it will be a large number
and that any loss will probably be offset
by soccer.
I have a lot of respect for our
students, I fell a good rapport with
them. I think they think I've tried to
make decisions with their's and the
school's best interest at heart. I know I
was right. I'm a fair and reasonable guy
with a purpose and a dream for Taylor.
Believe it or not, I'm for the stmWa "
Todd Kelly-Senior-Wrestling
When we first found out none of the
athletes knew what was going on. I
thought through a lot and went and
talked to President Lehman and I told
him how I felt. After talking with him I
understand that it concerns so much
and that it isn't just cry and dry. I
appreciate the fact that it was well
though through by the administration
and that he prayed about it. He was in a
position in which it could go one way or
another. I can see where he is coming
from and I appreciate his concern, but I
don't agree with what he did. This way
they want sports that bring prestige to
the school, I'm all for that, but is
winning really the most important
thing? In wrestling there has been so
much that I've learned that I never was
taught in the classroom. Too, I saw in
wrestling such an excellent opportunity
for outreach. Our team had such a
strong witness and now they're taking
that away. Our coach was hurt but I
have to understand the position he was
in. It's tough for the guys too. I'm a
senior, but if it were two years ago in
my life, I would have to say to myself
that God had given me the desire and
ability to wrestle and if there was a
school with a good program where I
could wrestle, I would leave Taylor.
Though there's a lot I love about Taylor,
I'd encourage the others to transfer
because I don't want to see them give
up wrestling because Taylor is.

Kevin Helmuth-sophomore-tennis
I would say it wasn't a wise decision. I
don't think the decision was made with
the well being of present or future
students in mind. I thought Taylor was
about the student. They say they want
to improve Taylor but shouldn't it be a
better place for everybody? It just
doesn't seem the school is accomodat
ing me. I don't think that this is going to
do a whole lot of good. The whole
attitude of the team is why? 'I haven't
heard any good reasons.' I don't even
know what their objectives are. I think
that Taylor is going to lose a lot of
students, maybe not so many immedi
ately, but in the future. I can think of 20
students alone who came to Taylor just
because of our good tennis program,
many of whom would never have
considered the school had it not been for
the team. It just seems the decision was
made hastily without looking at the
options. So they say want to make
Taylor more competitive, but some of
the sports which have been cut are some
of Taylor's most competitive. Our tennis
team has dominated the HBCC, which
we used to be in, and our district:
what's not competitive about that, I
mean what do they want? Putting more
money into a program won't necessarily
make a mistake and they should review
it again. Although I wasn't sure about
coming back next year, the tennis teams
would have been a real drawing force.
Now I'm thinking lees about coining
back.

Sports
Baseball Season
Starts Soon

"by Dave Barnes

With the basketball season quickly
drawing to a close, the baseball season
is rapidly approaching. March 17th, St.
Patrick's Day, is Taylor University's
first baseball game of 1984.
I talked with three of our returning
players, seniors Clark Hewitt and Larry
Walker and junior Andy Elliot and got a
good idea of their expectations of Taylor
Baseball *84.
All three had encouraging comments
about the team in general. Elliot sees
excellent talent in the team and looks
forward to a tough schedule with close
games but a good record. Walker hopes
for 20 victories and a .500 average. The
team's strength lies in the defense,
Hewitt feels.
Taylor's baseball season begins with
a road trip to Florida from March 17
through March 24. It will be a tough
trip, but the players are looking forward
to it, especially the side trip to Walt
Disney World! Starting out the season
playing in Florida's beautiful weather
should be very beneficial to the team,
also.
This season there is not a lot of
returning experience. Among those
returning players are pitchers Tom
Spahr (Soph.), Gary Wixtrom (Jr.), and
Larry Walker (Sr.). Returning infielders
are Spahr (1st base), Sophomore Greg

Smith (2nd base), junior Matt Moses
(Shortstop), and sophomore Chris Ad
ams and junior Steve Meidick (3rd
base). Catchers Scott Brubaker (Soph.)
and Clark Hewitt (Sr.) will also return.
Juniors Andy Elliot and Steve Hewitt
are back in the outfield again this
season.
Coaching the Trojans will be head
coach Larry Winterholter and assistant
coaches Ron Keller and Mark Wright.
Wright is new to Taylor's coaching staff
this year. Managing the team and
keeping the statistics is your reporter,
Dave Barnes.
The players all have high regard for
Coach Winterholter. According to them,

Coach is always willing to help them out
in any area, even if he has to go out of
his way to do so. He's done a good job at
putting together this season's schedule,
the players feel.
What are the team's goals for the
Spring? Andy Elliot says one goal is "to
beat the top NCAA teams," namely
Purdue and IU. "Winning the close
games by toughening up during the late
innings" is Clark Hewitt's team goal.
Larry Walker believes that' 'the District
(Tournament) is within our grasp."
Hopefully all of these goals can be
reached by the team.
Good luck to our 1984 baseball
Trojans!

Taylor University Trojans
MARCH

1984 Baseball Schedule
OPPONENT
LOCATION

Sat., 3/27
Butler University
Mori., 3/19 Bethune Cookman
Tue.,3/20 Rider College
Wed., 3/21 Open
Thu.,3/22 Rider College
Florida Southern
Fri.,3/23
Wilmington (Del.) College
St. Leo College
Sat., 3/24
Rider College
Thu.,3/29 Goshen College
Sat., 3/31
Marion College

Lakeland, FL
St. Leo, FL
Univ. of Florida
HOME
HOME

Mon.,4/2
Indiana University
Thu.,4/5
Purdue University
Tri-State University
Sat., 4/7
Rose-Hulman
Mon., 4/9
Thu.,4/12 Marion College
Sat., 4/14
Indiana Univ. SE(IUSE)
Tue.,4/17 Indiana University
Thu.,4/19 Wabash College
Fri.,4/20
Ball State University
IU/PU Ft. Wayne (IPFW)
Sat., 4/21
IPFW
Mon., 4/23
Thu.,4/26 Marion College
Sat., 4/28
Grace College

HOME
West Layatette, IN
Angola, IN
Terre Haute, IN
Marion, IN
New Albany, IN
Bloomington, IN
HOME
Muncie, IN
HOME
Ft. Wayne, IN
HOME
Winona Lake, IN

APRIL

MAY
Tue., 5/1
Sat., 5/5
Mon., 5/7
Thu., 5/10
Fri.,5/11
Sat., 5/12
Thu., 5/17
Fri.,5/18
Sat., 5/19
5/20 thru
6/4

Franklin College
IU/PU Indianapolis (IUPUI)
NAIA Dist. 21 Pre-Tournament
NAIA Dist. 21 Tournament

Area VI Tournament

NAIA National Tournament

TIME GAMES

Indianapolis, IN
Jacksonville, FL
Univ. of Florida

11:00
5:00
10:30

2
2
1

Lakeland, FL

10:00
3:00
10:00
3:00
10:00
1:00
1:00

1
1
1

1:00
1:30
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

Franklin, IN
1:00
HOME
1:00
Anderson, IN
Indiana Central
College at Busch
Stadium - Indnpls.

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Manager/Statitician
Larry Winterholter
Ron Keller
Mark Wright
David Barnes

Coaching Staff
Head Coach
Assistant Coaches

Scott Timmons stretches for the basket.

Trojans Shoot
Toward Victories
by Maude Bowell
The Taylor Men's Basketball team has been a hot
Item in Indiana Basketball over the past 2 months.
The Trojans have won 11 of their last 13 ball games.
This past Tuesday .flight the Trojans kept their form, as
they^traveled to Ft. Wayne and defeated Indiana Tech
The contest came down to a defensive battle, with
the Trojans maintaining good ball control in the last
6 minutes to move on to victory. Scott Timmons led
scorers with 17 points and Chris Geogleln added 12.
The Trojans began action this semester on Thur.g
February 2 at Seina Heights College, MI. The Trojans
wound up on top with a score of 52-48, Timmons again
led scorers with 20 points and Tom Granitz added 10.
This last Saturday the Trojans were again on the
road in Indianapolis to play I.U.P.U.I.
However, the
Trojans fell behind rally, to lose to the Metros 62-59.
Goeglein led the Trojans with 16 points and Granitz
added 15.
Coach Patterson and his men now stand with a
record of 14-8, They will battle Wabash College here
Saturday, February 11. Come out and get behind the

Wrestling Team
Takes First Place
Chris Goeglein scores again.

by Paul Alford
Last weekend the wrestling team took
first place with 82 3/4 points in their
triway home match against Hanover, who took
second with 63 1/2 points and Anderson, who
with 30 points finished third. Coach Dana
Sorenson was pleased with the Team's effort
and victory. "We did pretty well. I thought
Anderson would be our toughest opponent but
Hanover proved tougher taking second.
Finishing first for Taylor In their
matches were Stan Keepes at ,118 who won both
matches by forfiet, Todd Kelley at 158, Dan
Hecox at 16? and Nike Lewis at 177. Finishing
second for the Trojans were Steve Lewis,at 1L
126, Pete Bowman at 134, Steve Conrad at 150,
Doug Chupp at 190 and Wade Russell in Heavy
weight division. For Pete Bowman and Wade
Russell this was the first wrestling match
as Coach Sorenson asked them both to come out
for the final.event.
Sorenson said, "This has been a frustrating
year because of the wrestlers being injured,
students not competing who should be, and
finding out half-way Into the season tha'
wrestling would be propped." Sorenson has
been the wrestling coach at Taylor niverMr.
for twenty years and he feels that it will be
hard to see wrestling go because it has been
so much a part of his life. Yet Sorenson
and the team are excited about the NCAA
Nationals being held on the last if Februaury,

Piin for the opponent.

